“Huevos Rancheros”
Designed by Lily Gonzales-Creed
Featuring the Farm to Fork collection by Lily Gonzales-Creed
Finished Size: 50 x 60”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt
“Huevos Rancheros”

Materials to make one 50” x 60” quilt

½ yd. Eggs
½ yd. Yellow Houndstooth
½ yd. Yellow Diamond Stripe
½ yd. Grey Grunge
½ yd. Yellow Grunge
½ yd. Grey Diamond Stripe
1 ½ yd. White
3 yds.Backing Fabric
Batting
220” of Binding (½ yd for regular or bias - cut at 2 ½” wide strips)
Thread

*use ¼” seams

Prep
Press all fabric and cut as follows:
Cut 4 ¾” x 4 ½” Eggs (15)
Cut 4 ¼” x 4 ½” Yellow Houndstooth (15)
Cut 2 ½” x 4 ½” (15), 2 ½” x 6 ¼” (15) Yellow Diamond Stripe
Cut 2 ½” x 4 ½” (15), 2 ½” x 6 ½” (15) Grey Grunge
Cut 2 ¾” x 6 ½” (15), 2 ½” x 8 ¼” (15) Yellow Grunge
Cut 2 ¾” x 6 ½” (15), 2 ¼” x 8 ½” (15) Grey Diamond Stripe
Cut 2 ¾” x 8 ½” (30), 2 ½” x 10 ½” (30) White

Sew Blocks
Follow the fabric diagram and sew in numerical order for each colored block. If this is your first log cabin quilt, I recommend sewing one or two individual blocks to start so you get the hang of it. When you are comfortable with it, chain piece the rest of the blocks so it goes quicker.

I like to sew all of the yellow blocks first, then all of the grey - this way I don’t get the two colorways mixed up.
Sew the #2 - 2 ½” x 4 ½” strip to one edge of the #1 - 4 ½” x 4 ½” square with fabrics face to face. Press open away from the square. Line up the #3 - 2 ½” x 6 ½” strip up to the next edge of the pieced block so it crosses both fabrics. Stitch and press outward from the square. Sew the #4 - 2 ½” x 6 ½” strip to cross the edge of #2 and #3 pieces. Press outwards. Sew the #5 - 2 ½” x 8 ½” to complete the corner. Finish off with the #6 and #7 white strips in the same manner.

Assembling
Once all thirty blocks are completed, lay out according to the diagram and sew together. Press these seams open. Piece quilt back as desired. Sandwich, baste, quilt and bind in your preferred method. Mine is to send off to a long arm quilter and then finish off with bias cut binding.

Wash, dry, and enjoy!

This pattern is for a throw blanket sized quilt because I use most of my quilts to curl up on a sofa with, however it is easy to make any size you need! Below are guidelines to make larger sizes.

60x90 Twin sized quilt - 54 blocks needed

80x90 Full sized quilt - 72 blocks needed

90x110 Queen sized quilt - 90 blocks needed

110x110 King sized quilt - 121 blocks needed